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Abstract
This paper presents a scalable and collaborative mobile crowdsensing framework for efficient collective understanding of users, contexts, and their environments. Collaborative mobile crowdsensing enables information to be gathered and shared by users who are directly involved (participatory sensing) or integrated seamlessly as needed (opportunistic sensing) through user mobile platforms. To address the scalability needs of the mobile ecosystem, we additionally employ compressive sensing techniques for approximate gathering and processing of sensor data - this requires new mechanisms for sensor data collection, tunable approximate processing, and mobile networking architecture, to create a compressive collaborative mobile crowdsensing platform called SenseDroid. The proposed framework is build using a multi-tired hierarchical architecture to sense spatial variations of a parameter of interest, perceive spatio-temporal fields, and enable energy efficient local mobile sensing with a small number of measurements. This approximate, yet tunable approach combines different sensing approaches opportunistically while trading scalability (and coverage) for data accuracy (and energy efficiency). In this paper we propose and discuss the framework and the challenges associated with compressive and collaborative mobile sensing for multi-tired hierarchical mobile network architecture for emerging mobile collaborative applications.

General Terms Mobile Sensing, Distributed Middleware, Internet-of-Things
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1. Introduction
The proliferation of device platforms and mobile applications (12 billion devices and over 3 million apps by 2017) has changed how humans interact. These new interactions enable the mobile device/user to be an active participant in the collection, sharing and dissemination of information end platforms/users capture and process local context and communicate this information to other platforms/services using heterogeneous connectivities. We envision that the next generation mobile ecosystem will be far more sophisticated, complex and diverse than what is currently used. With each passing year, we see increasingly powerful smartphones being manufactured, which have a plethora of powerful embedded sensors like microphone, camera, digital compass, GPS, accelerometer, temperature sensors and many more [8]. Such platforms also support seamless external sensor connectivity (e.g. on body for health and wellness monitoring) that further equips such devices with rich and unique sensing capabilities. Moreover, the ability to easily program today’s smartphones, enables us to exploit these sensors, in a wide variety of application such as personal safety, emergency and calamity response, situation awareness, remote activity monitoring, transportation and environment monitoring [7, 8]. Furthermore, the ability to share the sensed content with other users and applications has enabled crowds/humans (and their devices) to become information providers in a crowdsensing ecosystem. Effective use of the sensed data relies on effective “sensemaking” that transforms the gathered data to meaningful information for improved situational awareness, decision making and control. This paper focuses on enabling such “sensemaking” from mobile users and devices.

Broadly, the emerging field of mobile phone sensing or crowdsensing can take multiple forms [7]. In participatory sensing, the user is directly involved in the sensing activity; this burden is alleviated in the opportunistic sensing paradigm by delegating and automating the sensing task to the mobile phone sensing system. In this paper, we argue for a collaborative sensing approach where the users collaborate or cooperate to have better and reliable sensing information and obtain missing sensing information when specific sensors are not available in their own devices. Collaboration can be useful in generating more accurate and reliable information of spatial fields distributed across geographical areas and region, e.g., multiple temperature sensor readings in a space would be more reliable than a single reading. We discuss some specific applications of collaborative sensing and sensemaking in following use case scenarios.

Disaster and emergency response: Mobile intelligent networks can play a key role in emergency response, surveillance and security, and battlefield operations. Consider a fire scenario where information from in-situ and mobile sensors can help in incident perimeter assessment as well as rapid localization of regions with high impact. Coordination among fire fighters is another important aspect in fire rescue operations. A collaborative mobile crowdsensing framework can be used to coordinate among the firefighters for their own safety and as well as quick evacuation. Collaborative sensing can provide situation awareness of different users in a facility during the rescue operation. Based on the situations, rescue operations can be coordinated more effectively to reduce response time and save precious lives.

Personal health monitoring and wellness: Mobile phone sensing has the potential to continuously collect/sense data for health and wellness analysis. UbiFit Garden [3] is a mobile phone sensing system jointly developed by Intel and University of Washington, which uses small inexpensive on-body sensors and mobile phones along with machine learning techniques for activity modeling to infer people’s activities throughout everyday life. In [12], stress level of mobile user was measured using mobile phones, while [11] explored the use of smartphones in predicting the mode of the users. This can be extended to a family or a group of related people to jointly infer their moods, and exercise routines, exposures to pollutants etc. to find combined stress quotient. The same can also be used to achieve a family health indicator.
Smart spaces and their effective utilization: Smart buildings and smart spaces can use a collaborative sensing framework to monitor dynamic environmental conditions and requirements (e.g. air conditioning and lighting preferences) and allows individuals to tailor lighting levels to their personal preferences and tasks to save energy footprints [18]. It can be used to understand the pattern of a facility usage (e.g. a library or a museum) and understand group behavior to improve the facility and its service.

The rapid growth in mobile sensors (in addition to sensors in our surrounding environment) and sensing data poses a serious challenge to the existing and traditional sensemaking paradigm. Sensemaking from large numbers of heterogeneous sensors, data, and mobile platforms is an extremely challenging task - there is a need for new architectures and softwares that can support sensemaking both effectively and at scale. Another interesting aspect has to do with the accuracy of sensing/sensemaking. Applications require information at different levels of accuracy and resolution - these tolerances can be leveraged to tradeoff accuracy for scale. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical and extensible framework to support collaborative sensing at scale. In particular, we discuss two strategies - the use of hierarchical sensing and the application of compressive sensing techniques to address scalability/accuracy concerns in mobile crowdsensing. We implement the framework as a distributed middleware for mobile platforms, called SenseDroid, and explore its use in several emerging mobile collaborative applications. The key benefits of the proposed collaborative sensing framework are as follows:

- ability to opportunistically set different sparsity levels to exploit regional fluctuations
- ability to analyze a region with more emphasis based on criticality or knowledge of events. Multi-resolution compressive thresholds i.e. number of sensing samples collected from a region based on the size and importance.
- ability to use different basis and sensing matrix by exploiting prior available data of different regions
- ability to use heterogeneous sensors with different characteristics and quality (as in different mobile phone)
- enable more energy-efficient sensing in the framework and context-aware information exchange

2. Related Works

Mobile phone sensing has recently attracted extensive research attention from both academia and industry due to its attractive applications. A comprehensive review of these applications can be found in a recent survey paper [8]. Several issues relating to sensing and coverage have been well studied for mobile sensor networks [31]. However, only few works have addressed collaborative and compressive sensing specifically with mobile phones. In [15], the authors presented analytical results on the rate of information reporting by uncontrolled mobile sensors needed to cover a given geographical area, and demonstrate the feasibility of using existing software and standard protocols for information reporting and retrieval to support a large system of uncontrolled mobile sensors using a testbed. In [25], the authors proposed a protocol, Aqiba, that exploits opportunistic collaboration of pedestrians to achieve energy efficiency and reduce data redundancy. Its performance was studied via simulations. In [28], the authors introduced mechanisms for automated mapping of urban areas that provide a virtual sensor abstraction to applications. They also proposed spatial and temporal coverage metrics for measuring the quality of acquired data.

Luo et al. [13] were the first to examine the notion of compressive sensing over large scale wireless sensor networks (WSN) to reduce the number of transmission. Their data gathering compressive scheme reduced the number of transmission from $O(N^2)$ to $O(N \log M)$ where the number of measurement $M \ll N$, the cluster size. However, they assume that the data field is smooth with uniform sensor characteristics, negligible sensor noise and heterogeneity, and global constant sparsity without leveraging the local or regional fluctuations of the signal field. Due to these assumptions as well as unique differences between traditional WSN from mobile phone sensing (e.g. static vs high mobility, limited computation and power resources vs considerable computational and rechargeable energy resources, and mostly broadcast mode operation vs bidirectional multi-network operation, limited number of sensors per node to varied types of sensor in a node), naive and plain implementation of their technique can introduced redundant data communications (e.g. from the leaf nodes) and reduction in overall network throughput [14]. Moreover, the assumption of uniform compression thresholds across the network regardless of the data field characteristics and the inability to exploit regional fluctuations along with the sensor characteristics in more realistic situations can results in poor compression efficiency and thereby impacting the energy efficiency. We therefore propose a hierarchical distributed architecture where the local field sparsity and sensing characteristics can be effectively and jointly exploited at different levels for efficiency and scalability. Unlike WSN nodes that usually lack computation and power resources, the mobile phones being considerably resourceful can adopt compressive sensing at each nodes for example in energy efficient context processing as discussed in the subsequent sections.

3. Hierarchical Architecture and Middleware for Sense-Making

The key idea of our approach to achieve scalable sense-making is to exploit hierarchical architecture combined with tunable/configurable compressive sensing both in spatial and temporal dimensions at different levels. The conceptual architecture of our framework supporting multi-tiered collaborative and compressive sensing is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the network is hierarchically organized and spatially distributed through multiple local clouds (LCs) which in turn is formed from spatial distribution of nano clouds (NCs). The NCs consists of mobile nodes connected to a central head or a broker. The the head broker in the LCs in turn communicate with other LCs and the public cloud in the next hierarchy. The NCs are formed in the region of interest and the workload of the sink nodes (i.e. broker) is distributed among multiple sink nodes in the LCs such that all the mobile nodes need not flow the information to a single node to overcome network range and scalability bottlenecks. This hierarchy allows the nodes to collaborate through the broker (performing the operation of the sink node/collector) and concatenate the results of the NCs for the local region.

The hierarchical approach is based on the observation that the number of random observations from any region should corresponds to the local spatio-temporal sparsity as well as the NC size in stead of the global sparsity. Intuitively, this should work better than the global scheme as the local correlation among the nodes can be exploited in the local area (i.e. LCs) than global area. Besides, local sparsity is easy to compute and often prior available data about the local regions can be exploited to improve the sensing efficiency and data transmission requirements thereby saving energy.

![Figure 1. Multi-tiered hierarchical structured mobile cloud architecture](image-url)
The SenseDroid Middleware: We next present SenseDroid, a collaborative sensing middleware platform that enables mobile phone based physical sensing and sensemaking. The following are the key features in SenseDroid:

- **Mobile Phone Sensing:** SenseDroid enables and provides data capture from different sensors on (or attached to) mobile phones by providing configurable sensing probes. The user can configure the sensing probes and sampling techniques through a sensing API.
- **Context Determination, Analysis & Processing:** SenseDroid enables the use of the sensed information to determine high level features such as user activities, physiological parameters, events, and their correlations. The shared sensing and context are used to determine group context, behavior, and preferences.
- **Communication and Collaboration:** SenseDroid provides libraries and APIs for communication, service discovery, and collaboration among mobile phones for different network topologies (e.g. client-server and peer-to-peer).
- **Data Logging and Retrieval:** SenseDroid provides data management routines and interface to a light weight database such as SQLite for data logging and efficient sensor data processing and storing.
- **Query and Filtering:** SenseDroid supports on-demand query and filtering functionality from different participating users. Filtering helps deliver only the relevant information to collaborating users.

We have developed and implemented an initial prototype application for Android smartphones to test much of the above functionalities. In general, the architecture and design features can be ported to other platforms. SenseDroid is distributed across the different levels of the hierarchical architecture described above.

Fig. 2 shows the details of the broker functionalities and the mobile node middleware and application components necessary in an NC to supporting collaboration and compressive sensing over proposed hierarchical network. Unlike a traditional WSN, the mobile NC supports bidirectional data flow between the nodes and the broker using multiple networks like WiFi, GSM, bluetooth etc. that enables dissemination of collective information and collaboration among the mobile nodes through the broker. However, in case of the compressing sensing approach, the broker performs stochastic (random) spatial sampling in various nodes. If N mobile sensors nodes are uniformly and randomly distributed in a NC such that the compressive sample of given sparsity requires M random measurements from these N nodes, the broker initiates these measurements by commanding and telemetering the selected nodes with the sensor. The broker can also use measurement from infrastructure sensors in absence of either enough sensor in the mobile nodes or to off-load the burden of sensing cost from the mobile nodes.

The mobile phones/nodes in the NCs provide unique sensing abilities and capabilities for both physical sensors as well as computationally enabled virtual sensors [23] as shown in Fig. 3. The SenseDroid framework provides individual probes for available physical sensors along with their configurable measurement parameters such as sampling rate, duration etc. and fuse these physical sensors measurements to construct more meaningful sensors (e.g. orientation, compass and inclinometer sensors in Fig. 3). In similar ways, indirect sensing by computational means can be used to derive computationally enabled virtual sensors such as situation specific contexts pertaining to user location, activity, environment, health, emotions, and social scenarios. Thus, in addition to basic physical sensor probes [1], SenseDroid provides several virtual sensing probes corresponding to different types of contextual informations. Moreover, unlike some of the recent works in mobile context processing [11, 12, 17], SenseDroid employs compressive sensing in the temporal dimension to exploit the temporal correlation in the sensor measurements to achieve energy efficient contexts determinations. As an example, we use compressive sampling instead of continuous uniform measurement of the GPS and WiFi to derive the ’IsIndoor’ flag with similar accuracy while saving energy consumptions. This ’IsIndoor’ flag spatial field can be used, for instance, during an earthquake to assess the potential dangers to human life. Thus, unlike WSN and the work in [13], due to the considerable computational and programable resources in mobile phone, the use of configurable compressive sensing at each node enables the unique ability to jointly perform spatio-temporal compressive sensing of both physical and virtual sensors in the proposed framework. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the reconstruction accuracy of a accelerometer signal of 256 samples from just 30 random samples in determining the ”IsDriving” context of the mobile node. When the same is applied using the spatial compressive sensing over a region, can provide indications to the traffic situations. We explain the details of spatio-temporal compressive sensing approach and its fundamentals in the next section.

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
**Figure 2.** Basic components of the NanoCloud: mobile nodes with thin client and the broker orchestrating between other neighbors.

![Figure 3](image3.png)  
**Figure 3.** SenseDroid provides sensing probes for several physical sensors and ability to construct virtual sensors using and compressive context processing. The additional virtual sensing abilities and probes provide unique opportunities for collaborative applications.

4. Collaborative Compressive Sensing for Hierarchical Sense-making

SenseDroid framework supports multi-tiered data aggregation of spatio-temporal sparse fields and its reconstruction. A sparse signal is a signal that can be represented with a small number of nonzero coefficients and hence can contain most of its salient information in a relatively small number of random projections. It follows that if a signal is compressible in some orthonormal basis, then a very accurate reconstruction can be obtained from random measurement and projections. This sampling approach is used in a hierarchical architecture to show that signals and spatio-temporal sparse fields can be accurately recovered from fewer random measurement and projections contaminated with noise. In order too achieve this, the total spatial filed area is subdivided into zones and each zone is covered by the mobile local cloud (LCs). The total spatial field is then the sum of the...
all the subfields computed and processed by the local cloud. The multi-
tiered hierarchical structured architecture enables compressive processing as
different levels of granularity and accuracy. Increased emphasis, attention 
and resources can be directed to the areas of most impact and effects.

Let $f(i,j)$ be the two-dimensional spatial field map where $i$ and $j$
represents the coordinate of the location within the two-dimensional spatial
field of a zone as in Fig. 5. When the spatial field map is discretized to
$f[i,j]$, the coordinates $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, W\}$ and $j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, H\}$
where $W$ and $H$ are the width and height of the discretized spatial field map
respectively. If we consider prior available data of a LC – a set of $T$
spatial fields $F = \{ f_1[i,j], f_2[i,j], \ldots, f_T[i,j] \}$ taken at time instants $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_T$, these can be used to improve sensing by exploiting local correlation during
reconstruction. Specifically, to monitor a discrete spatial field map that has
$N = WH$ variables parameters (and hence $N$-dimensional), the number of
sensors needed is less than equal to number of unknown variable or parameters
i.e. $\# \text{Sensors} \leq \# \text{Parameters}$. By transforming the data, a low
dimensional representation is possible with a very less error. In the trans-
formed domain, the spatial field map can be represented using few principal
components/parameters such that $K \leq N$ (with the assumption of sparsity
[2, 5]).

In other words, stack the columns of the two-dimensional map to transform
into a vector where $N$ is the total no of grid points and $x[k]$ represent the
sensor measurement at $k$-th grid point. The set of one dimensional spatial
field traces $\Gamma = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_T \}$ can thus be represented as matrix $X$
of size $T \times N$ with each row indicating a trace $x$. In many scenarios, in
spite of the sparsity of the field, the full spatial field $x[k], k = 1..N$ at all
$N$ locations is not available. Only $M$ samples obtained from $M$ spatial
field sensors ($M \leq N$) located at $L = \{ i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_M \}$ is available. Let
$x(L)$ denotes the field measurement at these locations. The spatial field
characterization problem is then estimate the field at each of $N$ points
given measurement of $M$ sensors at location $L$ in a LC.

Any vector $x$ can be represented using a basis $\Phi$ as,

$$
x[k] = \sum_{n=0}^{N} \Phi[k,n] \alpha[n],
$$

where $\alpha[n]$ are the coefficients of the expansion over the basis $\Phi$. Once we
define a basis $\Phi$ for the data, knowing the coefficients $\alpha$ is equivalent to
knowing the spatial field map $x$. The basis $\Phi$ is often selected as transforma-
tion matrix of FFT or DCT.

If the signal is $k$-sparse in the transformed domain, then the locations of
the non-zero $K$ coefficients in $\alpha$ can be denoted by $J = \{j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_K \}$. If
$M$ sensors are available at location $L = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_M \}$, then the sensor
samples in (2) can be represented as:

$$
x[i_1] = \Phi[i_1, j_1] \alpha[j_1] + \cdots + \Phi[i_1, j_K] \alpha[j_K]$$

$$
x[i_2] = \Phi[i_2, j_1] \alpha[j_1] + \cdots + \Phi[i_2, j_K] \alpha[j_K]$$

$$
\vdots$$

$$
x[i_M] = \Phi[i_M, j_1] \alpha[j_1] + \cdots + \Phi[i_M, j_K] \alpha[j_K]$$

$$
x(L) = \Phi(L,J) \alpha(J).$$

We can approximate spatial field map with $x$ with a linear combination of
$K$ columns of $\Phi$ and $K$ elements of $\alpha$ out of $N$ as

$$
x = \Phi \alpha$$

where the subscript $K$ indicates the selection of $K$ columns. The spatial field
map is now defined by only $K$ coefficients of $\alpha_K$ in the basis $\Phi_K$
given by:

$$
\alpha_K = \Phi_K^\dagger \hat{x}
$$

where $\Phi_K'^\dagger$ is the pseudo inverse for the overdetermined system in (5). To
solve (6), we need the knowledge of the field $x[k]$ at every location
$k = 1..N$. For $M$ available sensors at location $L = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_M \}$ ,
we can represent $x(L)$ as:

$$
x_L = \Phi_L \alpha_L
$$

where $\Phi_L$ is a matrix formed from the rows of $\Phi_K$ corresponding to the
sensor location $L$, $x_L$ is the sensor measurement (known). The coefficients
$\alpha_L$ are unknown in the system in (7) and can be solved for two cases:
(a) underdetermined case, $M < K$ (b) overdetermined case , $M \geq K$.
For the underdetermined case $M < K$ solution with infinite solutions, the
coefficients are assumed to be sparse and only non-zero significant
coefficients are selected. The solution of $\alpha_L$ can be uniquely determined
by solving the following optimization [2, 5]:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Minimize} & \quad \| \alpha_L \|_0 \\
\text{subject to} & \quad x_L = \Phi_L \alpha_L
\end{align*}
$$

Figure 4. Accuracy of reconstruction as a function of number of measure-
ments. As the number of measurements (or compression ratio) increases,
the reconstruction error is reduced.

Figure 5. Distributed collaborative compressive mobile sensing of spatio-
temporal sparse fields. Based on the type of sensing field, the signal sparsity,
accuracy requirement, the middleware broker decides the compression ratio
during data aggregation in each zone.
Algorithm: Compressive Heterogeneous Sensing

Input: measured vector $x_S$, target sparsity $M$ (no of sensor measurement), and size of full signal $N$

Output: Coefficient Indices $J$, Sensing matrix $\Phi_K$, reconstructed signal $\hat{x}$

1. Initialize coefficient indexes $J = \emptyset$, residual $e_r = x_S, \alpha_K = \emptyset$
2. Formation of the basis matrix $\Phi$
3. While stop criteria not met do
   (a) $\mathbf{e}^{new}_\alpha = \mathbf{T}(\mathbf{e}_r)$, where $\mathbf{T}$ is an interpolation function such that $\mathbf{T}: \mathbb{R}^K \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^J$
   (b) $\alpha_r = \mathbf{F}^+\mathbf{e}^{new}_\alpha$
   (c) Choose a subset of coefficient indices $I \subset J$ from $\alpha_r$ for deciding the significant coefficients
   (d) Update coefficient index set $J = J \cup I$
   (e) Find the coefficients using Ordinary Least Square (OLS) or Generalized Least Square (GLS):
      i. OLS Solution for homogenous sensors:
         $$\alpha_K = \hat{\Phi}_K x_S = \left(\hat{\Phi}_K^* \hat{\Phi}_K\right)^{-1} \hat{\Phi}_K^* x_S$$
      ii. GLS Solution for heterogeneous sensors:
         $$\alpha_K = \hat{\Phi}_K x_S = \left(\hat{\Phi}_K^* \mathbf{V}^{-1} \hat{\Phi}_K\right)^{-1} \hat{\Phi}_K^* \mathbf{V}^{-1} x_S$$
   Where $\mathbf{V}$ is covariance matrix of sensor accuracy characteristics.
4. Reconstructed signal $\hat{x} = \Phi_K \alpha_K$

4. Reconstructed signal $\hat{x} = \Phi_K \alpha_K$

Figure 6. Collaborative Compressive Sensing in Mobile Networks.

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Research Directions

In this paper we proposed a scalable and collaborative mobile crowdsensing framework using a hierarchical distributed middleware for efficient collective understanding of users, contexts, and their environments. To the best of our knowledge, a scalable spatio-temporal compressive and collaborative mobile sensing framework for multi-tiered hierarchical network configurations specifically supporting physical and virtual sensing has not been considered. In order to support emerging mobile collaborative applications, we propose the SenseDroid framework and implemented a prototype to demonstrate the features.

There are several challenges that need to be addressed and we pursue them as our future research directions. Some of these research direction are briefly explained below:

Energy Efficiency : Power consumption and energy efficiency are serious issues in mobile sensing, as continuous monitoring can largely drain the battery in a short period of time. Energy-efficiency issues have been studied in the context of mobile phone sensing recently in [16, 19, 20, 24, 30]. In [24], the authors showed that collaborative sensing can achieve over 80% power savings compared to traditional sensing without collaborations. Research in the direction of sensor scheduling, adaptive sampling, and compressive sensing and their novel combinations within the framework provide new research opportunities for of energy-efficiency.

Privacy Regulation: Privacy is a major concern in collaborative sensing application. To address this we have adopted transparency, full user control, and encryption of the data that is shared. User can fully set or control their preferences, enable or disable features, control of the type of sensors and parameter that can be shared in the application to avoid any violations. In the worst case, the user can opt-out of any such applications. Research addressing privacy in mobile phone sensing is in its infancy with initial research work proposing privacy preserving incentive mechanisms [10, 29].
Incentive Mechanisms: Incentive mechanism to motivate participation and collaboration is an important aspect that need to researched to bring desirable economic properties and appropriate utility in the collaboration framework. Few recent studies in this direction looked into selecting well-suited participants for sensing services within recruitment frameworks [21], sealed-bid second-price auction to motivate user participation [4], and reverse auction based dynamic price incentive mechanisms [9]. A comparative study of different incentive mechanisms for a client to motivate the collaboration of smartphone users on both data acquisition and distributed computing applications is evaluated in [6].

Heterogeneity in Mobile Cloud: Heterogeneity manifests in several aspects (e.g. networks, sensor types, sensor accuracy) of the collaborative sensing. Our present development in primarily focused on using Wi-Fi based mobile ad-hoc networks for localize environments specifically for the local cloud. However, support for more power efficient networks like Bluetooth can considered to support the nanocloud architecture. Handling the heterogeneity in network architectures, mobile devices and sensors, as well as services is challenging area of research and need to be further studied in the context of compressive sensing [22].
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